
 ME5X-GP
Ultra-Efficient Meat Case

- Cuts case energy costs by 12% compared  
to our traditional high-efficiency meat case.

- Improves temperature stability.

www.hussmann.com

Model ME5X-GP shown with options.



EcoShine II  
LED Lighting standard.
-  All ME5X-GP Ultra-Efficient Meat Cases 

come with Hussmann’s EcoShine II shelf 
lights that save 66% in light energy 
compared to T-8 fluorescents.

-  EcoShine II shelf lights provide superior 
cleanliness and reliability with industry 
best IP67 certification to help keep 
moisture and fluids out of light fixtures.

ME5X-GP
Ultra-EffiCiEnt MEat CasE

Unique center air shelf  
for lower energy costs.

-  The ME5X-GP includes an additional air 
discharge under the center display shelf.  
This reduces energy consumption by 12% when 
compared to our traditional high efficiency 
meat case and operated at AHRI conditions.

-  Temperature stability is also improved as 
product temperatures are maintained at  
more consistent levels throughout the case.

Flexible merchandising.

-  Center air shelf can be placed in a defined 
range of multiple positions, allowing 
merchandising flexibility with variable  
shelf spacing.

-  Like other shelves, the air shelf can be 
removed for easy cleaning.

MICROBAN® antimicrobial 
protection on shelves.

-  MICROBAN technology on all shelves, 
including air shelves, protects against stain  
and odor causing bacteria for a cleaner 
shopping experience.

- Continuous protection for the life of the case.

MICROBAN® is a registered trademark of Microban Products Company.

Additional air discharge.

save 12% or more in energy costs. 

The ME5X-GP meat case is by far our most energy efficient 5 deck meat merchandiser.   
In addition to cutting energy costs, it also provides more consistent temperature stability  
which can help prolong shelf life. 
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ME5X12GP
Meat Case

Ultra-Efficient
with Glass Front

Competitor #2
Meat Case

M5X12GEP
Meat Case

Standard Case
with Glass Front

plus Coil

Competitor #1
Meat Case

MORE
Energy Usage

$1,027.00

$913.00

MORE
Energy Usage

$1,082.00

MORE
Energy Usage

$1,127.00

*Assuming LED 
canopy lights, 4 rows 
of LED shelf lights, 
and Energy Efficient 
Fan Motors for all 
cases.

How does it work?
Hussmann has designed a new patent-pending 
air shelf that is included in every ME5X-GP 
Ultra- Efficient Meat Case. The shelf works as a 
sequential air curtain, enabling the case to run 
at tighter temperatures and reduce energy use.

Recommended shelving.
Recommended shelving depths for four rows 
of shelving are:  14”, 16”, 18”, and 18”. All air 
shelves are 18”.

note:
 assuming LED canopy lights,  
4 rows of LED shelf lights,  
and Energy Efficient Fan Motors 
for all cases.

based on 12 ft case lengths 
and 12 cents/kWh energy cost.



Excel Meat Merchandiser. 

-  Ultra-efficient meat merchandiser saving 12% or more  
in energy costs.

-  Providing more consistent temperature stability which  
helps prolong shelf life.

- Five deck with center air discharge display shelf.

- EcoShine II LED lights on all shelves.

- MIcroban® antimicrobial protection on all shelves.

- May be used for produce.

noTE: These merchandisers are designed for use in stores when 
temperature and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% r.H.

noTE: We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and 
product design in connection with any feature of our products. 
Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, 
improvements, additions, or replacements for equipment previously 
sold or shipped.

For additional resources, contact your representative or visit  
www.hussmann.com.

Dimension 8 FT 12 FT
A 96 3/8 (2448) 144 1/2 (3670)

Notes:
Overall case length without ends or partitions. 
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Hussmann Excel Meat Merchandiser  
with Ultra-Efficient Air Shelf Technology

Hussmann refrigerated merchandisers configured for sale 
for use in the United States meet or surpass the requirements 
of the DOE 2017 energy efficiency standards.
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ME5X-GP

Note 
Use Hussmann’s technical data sheets to get precise 
dimensions for all store layout purposes.

Dimensions 8 FT 12 FT
A 96 3/8 (2448) 144 1/2 (3670)

Notes:
Overall case length without ends or partitions. Contact your sales representative 
for information on possible availability of additional case lengths.

ME5X-GP - Ultra-Efficient Air Shelf Technology 

Available in 8’ and 12’ lengths. Contact your sales rep for 
information on possible availability of additional case lengths.


